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Abstract: In this paper, the development trajectory of accounting information systems was analyzed
using business method patents and main path analysis based on knowledge persistence. Knowledge
persistence-based main path analysis can dramatically minimize the complexity of a knowledge
network without omission of the dominant knowledge flows, and so it is a suitable selection for
analyzing the business method patents on accounting information systems. The main findings from
the empirical results are as follows: the empirical results show that accounting information system
patents were developed along with the software patent of knowledge injected from the outside.
Bookkeeping/accounting and taxation systems expanded from the basic calculation, storage, and
payment technique to scalability to other techniques and functions in more complex situations.
This research has found that technological advancement has facilitated and been supporting the
development of accounting information system over the years, as shown in the patents filed under
business solutions. There is a clear indication of the growing complexity of those patents, signifying
the moves/advancement of corporate business information systems from financial accounting-
oriented systems to more complex ERP systems.

Keywords: accounting information system; business method patents; knowledge persistence; main
path analysis; technological trajectories

MSC: 68V30; 90B50; 68M10

1. Introduction

Accounting developed from the double-entry bookkeeping principle that appeared in
Venice in the middle-ages that has developed over time and its scope increased during the
Industrial Revolution. Modern accounting is one of the most important areas of the econ-
omy and is widespread in our lives today, so modern businesses and economies without
accounting cannot be imagined [1]. Financial accounting provides information on account-
ing transactions or events occurring in a company through financial statements, so that
users or stakeholders of accounting information can make economic decisions. Investors
also need corporate accounting information to make decisions about whether to invest in
a particular company or, if already invested, when to close the investment. Managerial
accounting provides the information necessary for decision-making by managers within
a company. Because managerial accounting provides information according to the needs
of the company’s management, there is no set standard or format, and information is pro-
vided whenever necessary. Managerial accounting provides information necessary for the
aggregation and analysis of cost data, budget management, and special decision-making
for corporate decision-making and internal control. Tax accounting refers to the process of
measuring corporate profits as taxable income in accordance with the provisions of the tax
law. Tax accounting provides information for the legitimate tax revenues of government
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tax authorities. In other words, the reason why accounting is necessary in modern society
is that it provides useful information for economic decision-making necessary in modern
society, reports on trusteeship responsibilities received from stakeholders, provides use-
ful information for company management’s decision-making, and provides information
related to legitimate tax revenues to the tax authorities.

Due to its importance, many previous studies have conducted research to analyze
trends in the field of accounting (e.g., [2–4]). Melnyk, Trachova, Kolesnikova, Demchuk,
and Golub [4] investigated trends in financial accounting through studies of the literature
and surveys. In the past, the performance of technical accounting functions for regulation
and governance was the trend of accounting, and now the trend of accounting has changed
due to the spread of global business and digital technology. Rezaee, Szendi, Shum, and
Elmore [3] identified trends in managerial accounting through the use of a questionnaire
survey. The trend in managerial accounting has shifted from traditional techniques appro-
priate for their more labor-oriented manufacturing to the integration of accounting controls
with strategic measures and the use of non-financial performance measures. However,
most of these studies are conducted from the academic point of view, and research on a
practitioners’ view in practice is lacking. In addition, existing studies have focused on
interpretation through surveys [4–6]. Moreover, they do not reflect the effects of automation
and efficiency of accounting work due to the recent development of ICT and information
systems. In other words, they have been focusing on the trend of the development of
theory rather than the trend related to practical accounting and accounting information
systems. As such, there is a gap between academia and practitioners, and accordingly, it is
necessary to find out about the accounting information systems that are being developed
in the actual business field. Recently, the advancement of ICT and information systems
has made accounting activity more efficient, and the productivity of accounting tasks has
increased. The use of technologies, such as blockchain, is mainly used to reduce human
errors in accounting, increase efficiency, and increase transparency and reliability [7].

Therefore, the research objective of this paper is to quantitatively investigate the
developmental trends in accounting information systems using business method patents.
To this end, this study has two research questions. First, in which areas or functions of
the AIS field are patents and new technologies being applied? Second, what kinds of
patents dominate the AIS field and are at the center of development? As a result, it is
possible to understand the development trend of AIS, and in the future, to understand
the direction of its development. Patents as a useful technical and law document have
been widely adopted for various research purposes [8–12]. In particular, business method
patents are about a software-based practical system, and so are suitable data for analyzing
business- and management-related information systems. In particular, some characteristics,
such as high volume, clear classifications, and many knowledge flows, make the business
method patents a more valuable and useful data source. To consider the characteristics
of business method patents, this paper adopted a knowledge persistence-based main
path analysis. Knowledge persistence-based main path analysis can dramatically reduce
the network complexity without omission of the dominant knowledge flows and show
the knowledge interrelationships among sub-domains. The empirical results show that
accounting information system patents were developed along with the software patent of
knowledge injected from the outside. Software patents were cited during the development
of accounting information system patents, and the two technologies developed together in
response to changes in the business environment and needs. Another empirical result is that
the accounting information systems can be divided into four sub-domains: bookkeeping
and accounting system, taxation system, user customization system, and protection system.
Overall, tax accounting is affected by bookkeeping and accounting systems and user
customization system. Accounting and taxation systems have developed from the basic
accounting/tax processing techniques in the early stages to various types of accounting/tax
processing for global companies, and the corporate tax calculation of the accounting period
in the later years.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a review of the
literature. Sections 3 and 4 explain the details of the data and method. The developmental
trends of accounting information systems are presented in Section 5. The last section
presents the discussions and conclusion.

2. Review of the Literature
2.1. Business Method Patents for Accounting Information Systems

Business method patents are basically about how organizations create, deliver, and
capture value using technical artifacts [13]. However, the methods of doing business, unlike
the other technologies, are somewhat abstract and contain general purpose operating ideas,
and so there have been many arguments about the patentability of business methods. From
the dispute case between the State Street Bank and Trust Company (Boston, MA, USA) and
the Signature Financial Group (Columbus, OH, USA) in 1998, the software or mathematical
algorithms for financial or business services were legally admitted as patentable subject
matters [14]. Therefore, the number of filings of business method patents has dramatically
increased since 1998.

Business method patents have some attractive characteristics as analytic data. First,
there are a great number of business method patents. Since it is difficult to gather the
business- and operation-related data, business method patents are useful data for business
and managerial analysis. Second, patent classification systems for business methods are not
only well-structured, but also clear and detailed. Therefore, it is relatively easy to collect the
patents on a specific business method. In particular, CPC (Cooperative Patent Classification)
has a category for accounting (Table 1) and this paper mainly used the patents in the specific
CPC sub-group (G06Q-40/12) for accounting information system. Third, business method
patents usually have many more citations than other general technological domains. This
characteristic generates fluent knowledge flows, and so the statistical power and validity
of patent citation frequency-based metrics are often increased. Therefore, business method
patents have been widely used for many quantitative studies [15–18].

Table 1. Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) for accounting (information system).

Sub-Class Main Group Sub-Group
(One-Dot) Definition

G06Q

Data processing systems or methods, especially adapted for administrative,
commercial, financial, managerial, supervisory, or forecasting purposes;
systems or methods especially adapted for administrative, commercial,

financial, managerial, supervisory, or forecasting purpose
G06Q-40/00 Finance; insurance; tax strategies; processing of corporate or income taxes

G06Q-40/12 Accounting

2.2. Knowledge Persistence Measurement

Patent citations are generally used as the most powerful and obvious information for
assessing the technical and commercial value of patents. Many previous studies employed
patent citation information for various purposes [9,11,19–26]. Each citation represents
knowledge flow between the citing and cited patents [23,27]. This means that a proportion
of knowledge in the citing patent is created based on the knowledge in the cited patent, or
a proportion of knowledge in the cited patent is reused for creating new knowledge in the
citing patent [28–30]. Therefore, a patent whose knowledge is frequently and continuously
reused by subsequent patents can be considered technologically dominant.

However, many patent citation-based metrics overlook the significant fact that each
knowledge flow inherits a different proportion of knowledge of a patent. The same weight
on every knowledge flow can make it difficult to focus on the more important knowledge
flows, and then the analytic power of the citation-based metrics can be significantly de-
creased. In particular, since business method patents have a great number of knowledge
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flows, the citation weighting is an important task to identify the critical knowledge flows
and dominant knowledge.

To overcome this limitation, knowledge persistence (KP) was suggested by [31].
Knowledge persistence, as a patent citation-based metric, quantifies how much knowl-
edge of a patent is inherited from the recent inventions in a citation-based knowledge
network [11,23,25]. Therefore, KP can calculate the relative knowledge impact of a patent
from the global perspective. Since KP can identify the patents having both direct and
indirect impacts on the recent developments, KP can minimize the possibility of omission
of critical knowledge flows. KP quantifies a proportion of knowledge inheritance based
on the number of backward citations of the citing patents and integrates all inherited
knowledge to the recent patents in a knowledge network. Therefore, KP can measure the
current technical impact of a patent through knowledge flows.

2.3. Main Path Analysis

Main path analysis has been widely utilized for investigating the developmental tra-
jectories of technologies or sciences. The fundamental concept of a main path analysis is
to identify the most significant knowledge streams by minimizing the network complex-
ity. Therefore, the key characteristic of a main path analysis is the network complexity
minimization without omission of critical knowledge flows.

The initial attempt at identifying a major knowledge path was suggested by [32]. This
approach generates a single main path based on a search path algorithm, e.g., SPLC (search
path link count) or SPNP (search path node pair). However, a search path which is based on
traversal counts through a knowledge network sometimes omits the significant knowledge
flows [23,25]. In addition, a single path is basically difficult to analyze, especially in
technological domains where the knowledge interrelationships are critical for knowledge
convergence and divergence. Verspagen [27] suggested an improved main path analysis
which generates multiple paths for investigating technological domains. This main path
analysis is also based on a search path algorithm, but it generates large multiple main
paths by integrating single main paths for different timeframes. Verspagen’s main paths
have been applied to many studies for investigating technological changes [33–37], but this
approach also omits key patents on the identified main paths. Moreover, the integration of
single main paths can generate multiple main paths for analyzing technological domains,
but the main paths cannot show interrelationships among sub-domains, and the network
complexity is substantially increased.

To overcome the limitations of the conventional main path analysis, Park and Magee [23]
suggested a knowledge persistence-based main path analysis. This main path analysis
first identifies the dominant knowledge patents by KP and then traces main paths from
the identified patents by a backward-forward searching technique [23]. This KP-based
main path analysis can dramatically minimize the network complexity of a citation-based
knowledge network without omission of key knowledge patents and can effectively show
the knowledge interrelationships among sub-domains. Therefore, this paper adopted the
KP-based main path analysis to investigate the accounting information system.

3. Data

Business method patents for the accounting domain were collected through Patsnap
(www.patsnap.com accessed on 31 December 2021). The range of data is from 1 January
1933 to 31 December 2021 (application date), and 4816 United States granted patents were
collected. The patent classification system, particularly CPC, has a clear classification
for business method patents, including the accounting domain. The patents related to
accounting are mainly collected based on the CPC G06Q-40/12 (Accounting) and patents
containing ‘accounting’ are added to the patent set. We checked the validity of the collected
patent set by reading 100 randomly selected patents and the top 20 highest citation patents,
and about 98% of patents are accounting information systems-related patents. The summary
of data is shown in Table 2.

www.patsnap.com
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Table 2. Data summary.

Search Query # of Patents Data Range Relevancy

G06Q-40/12 &
accounting 4816 U.S.-granted patents from 1 January

1933 to 31 December 2021 (Filling date) 98%

4. Method
4.1. Constructing the Knowledge Network

The first step is to construct a patent citation-based knowledge network. Based on the
backward citation information of all patents, the citing and cited pairs can be identified.
Since this paper only focuses on the knowledge flows within the accounting information
system field, the citation relationships with patents outside the patent set are not considered.
Every patent can cite only later patents, and so patent citation networks are basically an
acyclic network, but there exist some exceptional citations whose filing date of the citing
patent is earlier than the filing date of the cited patent. These cases are usually caused
by self-citations (citations by the same assignee). To resolve this problem, this paper first
identifies the reverse citations by checking the filing date of the citing and cited patent and
integrates the pair of the cited and citing patent into one new patent.

4.2. Generating Knowledge Persistence-Based Main Paths

To generate knowledge persistence-based main paths, knowledge persistence values
of all patents in the patent set are calculated. The procedure for KP calculation is as follows.
First, the longest continuous knowledge flow from the starting-node to the end-node in the
patent citation-based knowledge network is identified. The number of sequential citations
of the longest knowledge flow is the number of layers of the target domain. All patents
in the target domain are rearranged by the topological structure of layers. Second, all
direct and indirect knowledge flows from the target patent (e.g., patent A) to the connected
end-node patents are identified by checking all citing–cited pairs. Third, the weights of
all identified knowledge flows are calculated. The weight is determined by the number
of backward citations of the citing patent, and backward citations occurring within the
domain are considered for the calculation. Fourth, KP of the target patent is calculated by
adding the proportions of the inherited KP to the end-node patents. This procedure can be
simply represented by the following formulation [23]:

KP(PatA) = ∑n
i=1 ∑mi

j=1 ∏
lj−1
k=1

1
BC

(
Patijk

) , (1)

where, KP(PatA) is the knowledge persistence score of the target patent A, n is the number
of directly and indirectly connected end-node patents, m is all backward knowledge flows
from Pati to PatA, lj is the number of patents on the j-th backward knowledge flow from
Pati to PatA, Patijk is the k-th patent on the j-th backward knowledge flow from Pati to PatA,
and BC(Patijk) is the number of backward citations of Patijk within the target domain.

The dominant knowledge patents that have critical knowledge flows, and so high
impacts on the recent development, are selected based on the normalized KP values. To
consider the global and local perspective for the normalization, GP (global persistence),
which normalizes the knowledge persistence values by dividing them by the highest
knowledge persistence value in the target domain, and LP (local persistence), which
normalizes the knowledge values by dividing them by the highest knowledge persistence
value within the same layer, are defined. Specific criteria for the selection can be determined
according to the purpose of analysis and the characteristics of KP distribution. Based on the
guideline by [23,25], the size of the domain (4816 patents), graph visibility (# nodes < 100
and # edges < 150~200), and omission of key knowledge sources, we set the cut-off value
for the accounting information systems domain as GP ≥ 0.3 or LP ≥ 0.8; GP = 0.4 excludes
some important knowledge sources and GP = 0.2 increases the network complexity by
about 20%.
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The major knowledge paths are identified by using the backward and forward search-
ing technique (Figure 1). The method searches from the identified dominant knowledge
patents, and so all significant knowledge patents can be included on the main paths. The
backward and forward searching identifies the directly connected patents with the high-
est KP values among all of the connected patents in the same layer. This technique can
minimize the network complexity, but identify multiple paths.
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4.3. Minimizing Last Knowledge Flows

The limitation of KP-based main path analysis by Park and Magee [23] is that the
main paths in the last layer sometimes are divergent. Kim, Yoon, Raghavan, Le, and
Park [26] suggested the knowledge unconventionality (KU) metric to reduce the knowledge
divergence in the last layer of KP-based main paths. The patents with the highest KU
values remain in the last layer and the formulation of the KU metric is as follows:

KUA = ∑nA
B Diff_CPCB/nA; CPCAB 6= CPCA, (2)

where, KUA is KU value of patent A, nA is the number of patents which are cited by patent A,
Diff_CPCB is the different CPC at sub-class level in the patent B which is cited by patent A.

5. Results

The KP-based main paths for the accounting information systems are shown in Figure 2.
The network is drawn by using Gephi (www.gephi.org accessed on 15 September 2022) and
the Event graph layout plug-in is used to arrange patents by a layer order. Based on the
threshold values for determining the dominant knowledge patents (GP ≥ 0.3 or LP ≥ 0.8),
39 patents out of all patents (4816) related to accounting information systems were selected,
and a total of 67 patents were on the main paths (see Appendix A). To find sub-domains
under the accounting information systems, experts in accounting qualitatively analyzed the
textual sections (abstract and description) and technical definitions of the classifications of

www.gephi.org
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patents on the main paths and defined four sub-domains. The representative names for the
sub-domains are bookkeeping and accounting system, taxation system, user customization
system, and protection system.
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The accounting domain can be broadly classified into three types: financial accounting,
managerial accounting, and tax accounting [38]. Among these, managerial accounting
is normally used by the administrators of the company for internal control and is not
regulated externally. Managerial accounting is a management technique used to make
decisions within an organization, unlike other types of accounting where there are no
rules to follow (e.g., Activity-Based Costing and Balanced Scorecard). The purpose of
financial accounting is to share accurate financial information to external users (sharehold-
ers, creditors, employees, and business partners). Financial accounting is regulated by
national or international rules. On the other hand, the purpose of tax accounting is to
describe the business process in such a way that income tax criteria can be appropriately
assessed. The tax system requires some certainty that may not be appropriate for financial
accounting standards to function in accordance with tax law. In many western countries,
tax regulations have historically been more detailed than accounting regulations. This
situation led to tax regulations being more important than accounting regulations [39].
Patents related to managerial accounting were not shown in the main path network, and
the four sub-domains are related to financial accounting and tax accounting. In particular,
the number of patents related to tax accounting accounted for the majority. Patents related
to tax accounting were affected by patents related to bookkeeping and accounting systems
and user customization systems, but did not affect other sub-domains. Figure 2 shows the
categorized sub-domains of accounting information systems and their trajectories.

As mentioned earlier, for analyzing and understanding the injected knowledge from
outside, it is explained which software patents affect accounting information systems
patents and which they are cited in. Through this, it is possible to know the characteristics of
software patents that have influenced the chronological development process of accounting
information systems patents and the history of changes in these software patents. In order
to find out the software patents that have influenced the accounting information systems
patents, first, the types of software patents that are frequently cited and influenced by all
accounting information systems’ patents including those not on the main paths, as well as
those on the main paths, are described. First of all, with the exception of CPC sub-group
G06Q, which includes business management patents, the patents of which CPC sub-groups
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have affected accounting information systems’ patents are identified. This result is shown
in Figure 3. Meanwhile, for the analysis of software patents, the analysis was focused
on the CPC sub-group G06F, which had the most influence on accounting information
systems patents on the main paths. Figure 4 shows the evolution of sub-classification of
G06F codes of software patents that affected accounting information systems according to
year. The vertical axis coverage represents the share of CPC code that affected accounting
information systems’ patents.
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systems’ patents by year.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the software patent that had the greatest influence on
accounting information systems’ patents from the 1990s to the present is G60F16 of the
CPC code. These analysis results are similar when analyzing only the software patents that
affected the accounting information systems’ patents on the main paths. Figure 5 shows
the sub-classification of G06F codes of software patents that have influenced patents on the
main paths by year.
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A common trend in Figures 4 and 5 is that before the 1990s, G06F7 and G06F15 mainly
influenced accounting information systems’ patents, and from the 1990s, G06F16 had a
dominant influence on accounting information systems’ patents. As mentioned earlier, the
CPC codes of the software patents that affected accounting information systems’ patents
from the 1970s to the 1990s are G06F7 and G06F15. G06F7 is to sort, select, merge, or
compare data, or to perform functional evaluation by calculation. This software technology
supports and improves accounting information systems as a technology that affects the
acquisition, comparative analysis, calculation, and evaluation of accounting information.
Meanwhile, G06F15 relates to adaptation to a specific application, and is related to the
patent for portable checkbook-balance calculating devices or electronic calculating appa-
ratus related to accounting. As such, early software patents were technologies related to
basic accounting information acquisition, comparative analysis, and accounting processing
calculations. On the other hand, the CPC code of software patents that have influenced
accounting information systems’ patents from the 1990s to the present is G06F16. G06F16
relates to data format conversion from or to a database and retrieval of media data incor-
porating multiple media types. These techniques were used to organize and rearrange
accounting information. In response to various format changes, accounting information
can be displayed at the right time and place, and accounting information can be retrieved
from image or audio information. In other words, from the 1990s, software technology
that enables the acquisition of accounting information from more complex and diverse
sources, and technology that allows the obtained information to be transformed into a
format suitable for various purposes, such as taxation and decision-making, and used for
various purposes, have been developed together with accounting information systems. In
summary, the software patents that influenced the accounting information systems’ patents
can be divided into pre-1990s and post-1990s characteristics. Prior to the 1990s, software
patents related to the storage and processing of basic accounting information, such as
financial documents calculators, were mainly cited. However, since the 1990s, software
patents for automatic conversion and arrangement of formats and advanced software
systems related to accounting information systems’ patents, such as acquisition of more
complex and diverse accounting information and fusion of tax and accounting information,
have been cited and influenced.

The development process of accounting information systems’ patents affected by
the injected knowledge from outside discussed earlier is divided into four sub-domains
and explained.
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Bookkeeping and accounting system: The bookkeeping and accounting system sub-
domain can be divided into the accounting processing and accounting information extrac-
tions. First, trajectories for the accounting processing show the development from a simple
accounting calculation and storage technique to a more advanced financial management
technique. The basis of accounting is to accurately account for all possible information. In
the early days, techniques related to the basics of this accounting process were developed.
Nodes #43, #55, #118, and #293 are about techniques that enable calculation, storage, and
perform functions of accounting information, which is the basis of accounting. The node
#43 is an electronic checkbook technique, including a dedicated microprocessor that stores
information every day, even when not otherwise in use, that continues to perform a specific
function. It also keeps handwritten records and includes techniques to check direct deposit
slips for errors. The node #55 is a check calculator technique, which supports storage
and remembers deposit balance information and check number information. The node
#118 is an automatic reconciliation technique, which compares data stored in old memory
with data stored in new memory, identifies inconsistencies, and automatically corrects
existing data sets to match new data if desired. The node #293 is an automatic accounting
processing technique that standardizes and formalizes business management tasks and
performs accounting procedures for transaction data much more automatically in real time.
Automatic accounting processing technology enables automatic accounting processing
without accounting knowledge. In addition, errors that occur in the accounting process are
automatically controlled. Meanwhile, these early accounting information system patents
were influenced by the aforementioned software patents. Software patents US4075702
and US4224675, which are patents of G06F15, influenced nodes #43 and #55, which are
dominant knowledge patents among accounting information systems’ patents in the late
1970s. Software patent US 4075702 (electronic calculating apparatus and wallet enclosure)
is cited for the accounting information systems’ patent node #43, and US 4224675 (portable
checkbook-balance calculating device) is cited for the accounting information systems’
patent node #55. As such, for the accounting information systems’ patent related to simple
accounting processing and information storage technology in the early days, the software
patents were also patents related to the storage and calculation of accounting information
for accounting processing.

These early accounting techniques evolved into more advanced financial management
techniques. According to Shortridge and Smith [40], the accounting paradigm shifted from
emphasizing transactions, historical costs, and the reliability of accounting information
to emphasizing economic events, fair value, the relevance of accounting information, and
information relevant to globalization. Kanakriyah [41] suggests that the accounting in-
formation system supports budgeting or costing systems that collect, analyze, process,
and convert data into useful information. Node #984 is a technique that helps budget
management based on accounting information. For budget management, this technique
maintains account balances for budget-related transactions. For multi-corporate manage-
ment, node #2462 includes a technique that is linked to the accounting of two or more
individual companies in a multi-company group. The multi-company accounting system
automatically reconciles the balances to balance the amounts owed to each of the individual
companies to specify the outstanding balances for each company. Node #4035 is a technique
that integrates the characteristics of a segmented market with an accounting system. This
technique integrates the profitability and accounting data for each market segment. Users
can define characteristics of market segments and link the characteristics by adding struc-
ture to the documents when generating financial documents that include profit and loss
(P&L) and balance accounts. On the other hand, these latter accounting information system
patents were influenced by software patents. Software patents US7756907 (computer sys-
tems and methods for visualizing data) and US7783591 (automated processing of financial
documents) are cited for node #2462, which is from the mid to late 2000s. These software
patents are patents required for the implementation of accounting information processing
in node #2462, which is a patent for responding to changes in the business environment. It
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can be seen that accounting information system patents have been influenced by software
patents both in the earlier and later periods.

On the other hand, the paths for the accounting information extraction are about
techniques that extract accounting information from images. From the 1970s, the quali-
tative nature of the representational faithfulness of accounting information began to be
emphasized. This means that the interpretation of individual accounts is important rather
than simply showing accounting information. For this, not only accounting numbers but
also various information surrounding accounting transactions are needed and interpreted
together with accounting numbers. Node #40 is a technique that separates and records
accounting information along with the images for the documents involved in transactions.
Software patents US3988571 (document reject reentry) and US4027142 (automated process-
ing of financial documents) in the G06F7 code, which is a technique related to obtaining
accounting information, influenced node #40. Nodes #932, #4538, and #4755, which have
been further developed since then, are techniques for extracting accounting information
from images, which store and analyze images, convert images to text, analyze data, extract
accounting data, and put data into accounting reports. The technique in node #932 analyzes
images on receipts, converts images to text, analyzes data, extracts expense data, and puts
data into expense reports. It also displays receipt images side by side with cost data. In
addition, the stored images are encrypted to prevent tampering, preserving the integrity
of the receipt image. Node #4538 is a technique that acquires image and numeric data.
Numerical data is automatically extracted, organized, and saved in the defined format for
reporting. After saving, the numerical data of images or reports can be retrieved. Node
#4755 is a technique that performs analytical processing of the image to determine the
receipt image. To summarize the bookkeeping and accounting system sub-domain, the
basic accounting calculation and storage technique in the early stage were mainly related
to accounting processing. These techniques were aimed at enabling calculation, storage,
and performing functions of accounting information, which is the basis of accounting,
and accurate accounting and reducing errors. It has since evolved into more advanced
financial management techniques. This is the technique of accounting information system
which supports budgeting or costing systems that collect, analyze, process, and convert
data into useful information. On the other hand, not only accounting numbers but also
various information surrounding accounting transactions have steadily developed with
increasing importance. However, the main paths in this sub-domain continue until the
1990s, and after that, it is not the main paths. This means that the techniques for collect-
ing or storing sufficient information and accurate bookkeeping, which are the basics of
accounting, were all developed at the beginning of the development process, and after that,
it was only a description of the scalability of accounting information. In addition, since the
accounting process does not require advanced technology and is calculated when necessary
information is accurately entered without errors to comply with accounting regulations,
the importance of technology development seems to have decreased after the development
of basic technologies.

Taxation system: The developmental trajectories for the taxation system sub-domain
overall shows the developments in a tax return technology. Tax return is a very important
issue for corporations, governments, and stakeholders, and tax calculation is the last thing
to be calculated after tax accounting based on financial accounting data. The amount
of corporate tax payable is calculated by adding tax adjustment work to each account
balance in accounting. In addition, tax may occur whenever an economic event occurs,
and the amount of tax to be paid for the current period is determined after the close of
each fiscal year. Companies are required to consistently make tax-related calculations,
bookkeeping, and payments throughout the fiscal year, all of which are associated with
the most important corporate tax return. The early development of the taxation system
is related to basic tax calculation and transaction tax payment. After that, it leads to the
development of techniques necessary for calculating and paying corporate tax according
to various business situations. Nodes #106, #252, and #187 are early progresses of an
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automated corporate profit and consumption tax processing system, a point-of-sale tax
collection system, and an automated taxable transaction reporting or collection system.
Node #106 is a technique for automatically processing payroll, corporate profits, and
consumption tax. This technique stores tax deposit information related to tax deposits. It
also allows banks to automatically transfer tax deposits from each depositor’s account to
their bank account. Node #252 is an automatic transaction tax filing or collection technology.
A point-of-sale terminal networked to a central computer enters and stores data on taxable
transactions and stores the taxes accrued on the transactions. All collected data generate a
report that reflects the transaction tax payable. These reports are then sent to tax authorities
or other tax authorities, such as the federal government. Node #187 is a technique that
collects and remits taxes in real time at a point-of-sale location. This technique periodically
transfers the collected tax amount to the tax authority bank. After the development of this
initial transaction-specific tax system, node #164, a withholding tax system, was invented.
Node #164 is a technique that automatically transfers withholding tax to an appropriate
withholding account. These withholding amounts are delivered to the treasury and/or
other collection agencies on a daily basis. A series of barcodes is also printed on the
check to identify a specific withholding account. This technique, based partly on node
#105, is an account balance management technique in the bookkeeping and accounting
system sub-domain. Node #105 is an automated ledger account maintenance technique
that provides the up-to-date balances of all ledger accounts whenever data related to a
completed transaction are entered. The ledger account records and transaction records
are provided to ensure a high level of resistance to tampering with data and provide
traceability to all entries and postings. It develops, from these withholding tax technologies,
to nodes #389 and #546, which are related to tax payment. Node #389 is a technique
for collecting tax revenue and recovering currently unrecovered tax revenues by storing
data representing sales transactions in which sellers do not collect specified taxes. This
technique supports updating the tax due notice to reflect the tax payment shown on it, and
automatically remit the appropriate income to the tax authority once the tax due notice has
been paid. Node #546 is a technique that automates tax forms. Node #546 allows tax forms
to be first retrieved from a database and then formatted to the retrieved tax-related forms.
A formatted tax-related form is sent to the governmental entity. Software patents US5535322
(data processing system with improved work flow system and method) and US5911776
(automatic format conversion system and publishing methodology for multi-user network)
in the G06F16, which allows data to be converted to multiple formats, are cited for node
#546. After that, node #1878 is invented, citing node #445, which is a user customization
convenience technique of the user customization system sub-domain. Node #1878 is a
technique for identifying tax documents to customize tax return preparation. This system
enables users to identify tax documents relevant to a taxpayer’s situation and prepare
an appropriate tax return. Node #2586 is a technique that involves generating a partially
completed tax return based on basic user information without needing to obtain other user
inputs. Software patents US4553261 (document and data handling and retrieval system)
and US7636886 (system and method for grouping and organizing pages of an electronic
document into pre-defined categories) are cited to implement this important technique.
Both techniques were directly or indirectly influenced by the early technologies of nodes
#106, #252, and #187. After that, the most recent developmental paths led to the tax return
systems, such as nodes #3875, #3956, and #3735. Node #3878 is a technique that improves
user retention of tax return preparation systems by personalizing the tax return preparation
interview. Node #3735 is a technique that provides personalized answers to tax-related
questions received from users of electronic tax return preparation systems. Node #3956 is a
technique related to an electronic interview method that supports preparing tax return. As
such, the developmental paths related to the tax system have led from the calculation of
corporate tax and transaction tax to the technology related to tax return.

To summarize the taxation system sub-domain, the early development of the taxation
system is related to basic tax calculation and transaction tax payment. Since then, taxation
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systems have developed with a focus on the tax return systems. The development of
accounting systems is shorter and less numerous than the development of tax systems.
Taxation systems, which are more rigid than accounting rules, are further developed. In
addition, since tax payments and refunds are related to the inflow/outflow of a company’s
wealth, the interest of the company, government, and other stakeholders will be higher
than other accounting information systems. For this reason, tax-related systems have been
steadily developing over a longer period of time. On the other hand, one company’s share of
tax-related patent rights is high, unlike other sub-domain technologies. A company called
INTUIT INC. owns 15 tax-related patents (Table 3), concentrated since 2010, accounting
for 88% of tax-related patents issued after 2010. INTUIT INC. is a financial services
software company, specializing in accounting and tax software. INTUIT INC.’s platform
holds around 80% of the accounting software market share. The fact that the financial
software group, not the general company, holds many tax-related patents reflects the reality
that most companies handle accounting/tax affairs with external software rather than
in-house systems.

Table 3. List of patents of INTUIT INC.

Label Publication
Number Year Layer KP GP LP Title

1251 US7716094B1 2005 10 9.3378 0.056192 0.90366 Estimated tax reminder and payment facilitation service

1432 US7930226B1 2006 11 14.3059 0.086088 1 User-driven document-based data collection

2586 US8204805B2 2010 12 38.041 0.22892 1 Instant tax return preparation

3656 US9760953B1 2014 13 35.3333 0.21262 1
Computer-implemented methods systems and articles of

manufacture for identifying tax return preparation application
questions based on semantic dependency

3865 US9990678B1 2015 14 11.9682 0.072021 1 Systems methods and articles of manufacture for assessing
trustworthiness of electronic tax return data

3658 US9922376B1 2014 14 9.6349 0.05798 0.80504 Systems and methods for determining impact chains from a tax
calculation graph of a tax preparation system

3659 US9916628B1 2014 14 10.6349 0.063997 0.88859 Interview question modification during preparation of electronic
tax return

3875 US10176534B1 2015 15 5.75 0.034601 1
Method and system for providing an analytics model architecture

to reduce abandonment of tax return preparation sessions by
potential customers

3698 US10235721B1 2014 15 3.3333 0.020059 0.57971 System and method for automated data gathering for tax
preparation

4549 US10664294B2 2018 16 1 0.0060177 1 Matching adopting users and contributing users for decentralized
software localization

3956 US10628894B1 2015 16 1 0.0060177 1
Method and system for providing personalized responses to

questions received from a user of an electronic tax return
preparation system

3735 US10387969B1 2014 16 1 0.0060177 1
Computer-implemented methods systems and articles of

manufacture for suggestion-based interview engine for tax return
preparation application

4155 US10621677B2 2016 16 0.5 0.0030088 0.5
Method and system for applying dynamic and adaptive testing

techniques to a software system to improve selection of predictive
models for personalizing user experiences in the software system

4169 US10373064B2 2016 16 0.5 0.0030088 0.5

Method and system for adjusting analytics model characteristics to
reduce uncertainty in determining users’ preferences for user
experience options, to support providing personalized user

experiences to users with a software system

4339 US11069001B1 2016 17 0 0 0 Method and system for providing personalized user experiences in
compliance with service provider business rules

4326 US10937109B1 2016 17 0 0 0 Method and technique to calculate and provide confidence score
for predicted tax due/refund

4063 US10664925B2 2015 17 0 0 0 Systems, methods, and articles for determining tax
recommendations
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User customization system: The developmental trajectories for the user customization
system show a relatively short development period on the main paths. The user customiza-
tion system sub-domain has continued in the direction of creating and managing user
information. Nodes #204 and #288 are techniques that generate, maintain, process, and
analyze data about individual users. Specifically, these techniques generate claims for users
and prepare reports on user data. This creates billing for individual users. Based on the
knowledge from these techniques, node #284, a consumer-based bill management and pay-
ment technique that supports receiving, analyzing, managing, and paying electronic bills,
was invented. Node #445 is a technique that allows users to temporarily store information
and to retrieve it later. When the user accesses it, the user can download the previously
stored information and integrate the information automatically.

Protection system: The developmental paths of this sub-domain are toward protection
of an accounting system and stored information and have a relatively short knowledge
generation. Node #78 is an encrypted computer software security and charging technology.
The user’s computer is provided with a hardware security module and a billing module,
and the security program accesses the application and records information about the billing
in the billing module. Node #279, which cites node #78, is a technique for secure transaction
management and protection of electronic rights. This technique ensures that information is
only accessed and used in an authorized manner and helps maintain the integrity, availabil-
ity, or confidentiality of information. Node #4650 is a cryptographic mechanism technology
for confidential/secure communication for verifying or authenticating a user’s identity or
authority, while allowing customization of service plan proposals or other controls.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

This paper quantitatively analyzed developmental trajectories in the accounting in-
formation systems along with the injected knowledge from outside. The business method
patents related to the accounting information systems were used as analytic data, and
main path analysis was adopted to investigate developmental trends. Since the business
method patents have a great number of knowledge flows and knowledge interrelationships
within the domain, this paper adopted the knowledge persistence-based main path analysis,
which can dramatically minimize the network complexity without omitting the dominant
knowledge patents and clearly show the knowledge interrelationships among sub-domains.

This study confirmed that accounting information system patents have been mainly
developed in four sub-areas: bookkeeping and accounting system, taxation system, user
customization system, and protection system. The empirical results show that the account-
ing information systems domain has developed from the basic accounting/tax processing
technology in the early stages and developed various types of accounting/tax processing
for global companies, and the corporate tax calculation of the accounting period in the later
years. First, the bookkeeping and accounting system has continuously evolved over time.
This sub-domain shows the paradigm shift from the initial basic accounting calculation
and storage technique to scalability to accounting techniques and other functions in more
complex situations. Although the accounting process does not require advanced technology
and the importance of technology development seems to have decreased, it is likely to
develop again according to changes in the business environment or the birth of new types
of transactions. Second, the user customization system and protection system have been
creating knowledge for a relatively short period of time., and the trajectories were simple
and constant. These technologies are not directly related to accounting, but rather for
the accessibility and convenience of users and the safety of the system, so they will be
developed for the same purpose in the future. Third, the taxation system has been creating
knowledge for a relatively long period of time.. This sub-domain has developed from the
initial basic tax calculation and transaction tax payment to corporate tax-related tax return.
Since tax payments and refunds are related to the inflow/outflow of a company’s wealth,
the interest of the company, the government, and other stakeholders will be higher than
other subdomains. For this reason, this technology is likely to continue to evolve with a
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focus on tax returns. As mentioned earlier, the development of accounting information
systems has been developed to meet the needs of society according to the changes in the
business environment (globalization, development of ICT technology, etc.) that require
new technologies. As various types of accounting events appear, accounting techniques
have been developed accordingly. Accounting technologies are required in order for the
accounting information system to incorporate the new necessary accounting theories and
laws in the rapidly changing business environment. In other words, accounting technolo-
gies in business method patents are tools that connect the real world with the accounting
system. By studying the development trend of accounting technology patents, changes in
the business environment surrounding accounting can be confirmed, and changes in the
future business environment and the direction of development of accounting technology
required in practice can be predicted accordingly. The bookkeeping and accounting system
technology will be further subdivided to cope with more complex/various transaction
types in the future. In addition, there will be more extensions to use the stored accounting
information for various purposes. The technology to combine information from all areas of
management, including accounting, will be developed for business decision-making, such
as profitability analysis by transaction and strategic positioning. Moreover, the taxation
system technology will eventually develop technologies that deal with various types of
tax issues for corporate tax return. Techniques for dealing with differences in tax laws
between countries of multinational corporations due to globalization, or techniques for
new environmental laws, can also be developed. The user customization system and
protection system are expected to develop into an advanced technology for its original
purpose without major change in the development direction of the existing technology.

As can be seen from the results, patents related to accounting information systems
have been mainly developed in bookkeeping and accounting systems and taxation systems.
Companies must disclose accurate accounting information in compliance with IFRS regula-
tions to enable fair comparison of companies’ financial status and business performance,
and they should perform tax accounting in accordance with the government’s tax laws.
Companies use not only the software they created in-house, but some of the dominant
enterprise resource planning (ERP), including the accounting and tax software programs
used primarily by many external companies. In other words, accounting and taxation
are highly dependent on the technology of external software and can be affected by the
patented technology of external ERP software companies (i.e., SAP, Intuit inc). According
to [42], the most important and practical information technology to interact with account-
ing was the ERP system, and companies increasingly relied on ERP systems designed to
enhance tax-related capabilities [43]. For this reason, it seems that many patents have been
developed in these two sub-domains. Meanwhile, according to [44], the state of accounting
information systems can be divided into four stages: Stage 1 broken systems; Stage 2 finan-
cial reporting-driven systems; Stage 3 customized and stand-alone systems; and Stage 4
integrated systems. Table 4 shows the four-stage model of accounting information systems.

As evident in Appendix A, there is a clear indication of the growing complexity of those
patents, signifying the moves/advancement of corporate business information systems
from Stage 1 to Stage 4, also from financial accounting-oriented systems to more complex
ERP systems. Based on this model, patents related to accounting information systems are
expected to be further developed from a practical standpoint for the establishment of fully
linked databases and systems, and integration of accounting processing and production,
customer, cost, operation, and strategic control.
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Table 4. Four-stage model of accounting information systems.

Systems
Aspects

Stage 1
Systems
Broken

Stage 2 Systems
Financial

Reporting Driven

Stage 3 Systems
Customized,
Stand-Alone

Stage 4 Systems
Integrated

Data
quality

Many errors
Large

variances

No surprises
Meets audit
standards

Shared databases
Stand-alone systems

Informal linkages

Fully linked
databases and

systems

External
Financial
Reporting

Inadequate Tailored to financial
reporting needs

Stage 2 system
maintained for

financial
transactions and

periodic reporting

Financial
reporting
systems

Product/
Customer

Costs
Inadequate

Inaccurate
Hidden costs and

profits

PC-based ABC for
costing activities

products, and cost to
serve customers

Integrated ABM
systems

Operational
and

Strategic
Control

Inadequate
Financial feedback:

variances
Delayed aggregate

Kaizen costing:
pseudo profit
centers; timely
non-financial

feedback

Operational and
strategic

performance
measurement

Source: Cooper, R. and Kaplan, R.S. The design of cost management systems: Text and Case. 2nd Edition, Prentice
Hall: 1999; 536p [44].

On the other hand, business innovation needs to be grounded in practice and contin-
uous development between technological-push and demand-pull sides of an innovation.
In order to respond to changes in the business environment and for more effective and
efficient business activities, support for technology such as patents is absolutely necessary.
The voice of the demand for innovation in practice and the development of technological
innovation, such as patents, leads to the development of management innovation. Manage-
ment innovation can be achieved by developing patents that support such innovation with
interest and development, not only by innovation suppliers, such as INTUIT INC., but also
by innovation demanders, such as general companies.

In addition, emerging technologies, such as artificial intelligence, big data, and block
chain technologies, are having an impact on accounting fields, such as taxation, costing, and
auditing. Because accounting is data-driven, big data can help deliver greater value [45].
Big data can also be used for customs policy establishment and performance auditing [46].
Meanwhile, block chain can be used by customs authorities for tax control purposes. It
also allows for real-time decision-making and ensures transparent and secure exchange
of cost information [47]. Moreover, artificial intelligence supports internal control and
decision making in an organization [48]. Accordingly, practitioners’ job responsibilities are
rapidly changing due to the development of these emerging technologies. These emerging
technologies will significantly impact the AIS and the skills required of specialists in AIS.
As a result, future AIS-related patents will develop with direct and indirect connection
with these emerging technologies. Patents that support emerging technologies or help their
users will be further developed, and AIS technology patents may arise in a completely new
direction through emerging technologies.

We believe that the result of this study can be a useful lesson for public policy makers
seeking to support innovation development by encouraging closer working relationships
between suppliers and demanders of innovation. When it becomes possible to understand
and predict not only new technologies directly related to patents, but also the fields to
which the new technologies are applied, it is possible to focus on politically nurturing
specific fields and formulating policies to support the application of new technologies.
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, patents related to AIS technology will be combined with
artificial intelligence, block chain, and big data technologies. All of these new technologies
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are based on data storage, management, and utilization [49]. Therefore, policy regulation
standards for personal information, one of the core data, need to be clearer. In addition, the
establishment of a data library can be promoted by establishing a system to open secure
public and private data. Meanwhile, new technologies, such as big data, data analytics,
and artificial intelligence, can pose a threat to accounting professionals. Accounting ex-
perts must move away from the traditional accounting field of the past and perform data
interpretation and analyst roles with data utilization and analytical skills using new tech-
nologies [45]. To this end, it is necessary to improve corporate regulations and accounting
regulations for the use of new technologies, and in particular, a new accounting education
course may be newly established in preparation for the impact on the accounting industry.
To become a winner in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, many new technologies need to
be applied to a wide range of fields.

There are several important contributions to this study. First, to understand the
development trend by applying the knowledge persistence-based main path approach
used in several studies of new technology development trends to accounting information
systems, which is one of the novel fields in the social science field. Existing studies
have drawn the results of applying the approach to new technologies that are directly
related. However, this study applies the approach to the AIS field rather than any specific
technology, analyzing which patents used in the AIS field dominate or are at the center of
development. As a result, it is possible to understand the development trend of AIS, and in
the future, to understand the direction of its development. Second, this study identifies
the underlying mechanisms of AIS development. It can be seen that AIS has developed
along with IT, and that the theoretical aspects of academia and the practical aspects of
practitioners have been developed at the same time. The development of managerially
useful theories is also that practical patents or technologies that actual practitioners apply
to their work are absolutely necessary. In the course of the success of AIS and other social
science theories or technologies, there may be several trial and error stages depending on the
gap between theory and practice. A stage of trial and error is necessary through continuous
communication between academia and practitioners. The fact that the development of
science and technology is absolutely necessary to realize the value of a theory means that
the development of social science and science are inseparable. Third, by using fact-oriented
data, patents that practitioners actually acquire and use, it is possible to find out the object
developmental trajectory in the practical AIS field closer to reality. As mentioned earlier,
most of the research on the development of AIS is conducted from an academic point of
view through a survey of opinions or reviews of the literature on journal articles, and studies
on the perspective of practical practitioners are lacking. According to [50], it is necessary to
place more effort into understand the management practice itself that practitioners need.
This study drew more realistic results by studying patents acquired and used by actual
companies from the perspective of practitioners. Finally, the approach used in this study
can be used in other emerging technologies that influence accounting research, such as
artificial intelligence, big data, cloud computing, block chain, and the Internet of things.
Several studies claim that artificial intelligence, big data, and block chain technologies are
having an impact on accounting fields such as taxation, costing, and auditing, and research
in these fields is active (i.e., [46–48,51]). In addition to understanding the development
trend of the technology through research on patents related to artificial intelligence, it is
possible to predict the future direction of the Fourth Industrial Revolution through research
on how this technology is used in which fields of social sciences. This study may not be
new in methodological terms. However, this study is the first step in applying the existing
knowledge persistence-based main path approach to the field of social science. Through
this study, it is possible to know the areas that need to be modified/added when using this
approach in future social science research. In this regard, this study is not a study simply
applying the knowledge persistence-based main path approach to a new field, but rather a
study for methodological development for cross-disciplinary application of the approach.
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However, some issues should be improved or considered for further research. First,
this paper collected the business method patents related to the accounting information
systems and considered knowledge flows occurred within the collected patent set, i.e.,
target domain. However, considering that the accounting information systems are basically
a software-based system, and so they are closely related to computer and software tech-
nologies, it seems to be a good strategy to add the ICT-related patents to the patent set. By
adding ICT-related patents to research data, the technical basis of accounting information
systems can be analyzed. Second, sub-domains under the accounting information systems
were qualitatively identified by the accounting experts. However, it costs too much money
and time to use the knowledge or expertise of domain experts. An automated approach
for identifying sub-domains under the patent set can make the task more efficient. Third,
to analyze and interpret the main paths, domain experts read all patents on the main
paths to understand major knowledge trajectories and identify what specific knowledge
is transferred to later patents. Expert’s work can be more efficient if patent textual infor-
mation is summarized and provided for qualitative analysis. Therefore, further research
will apply NLP (natural language processing) for representing each patent and so better
understanding of the knowledge combination process. Moreover, some methodological
limitations can be improved based on the findings: (1) the number of average citations is
larger (at least two times) than other general technical fields; (2) the year ranges of forward
citations of patents are relatively short; (3) Lack of analysis of knowledge interactions with
other technical fields, particularly software technologies, and internal interactions with
other subdomains of AIS. For further improvement of the KP-based main path approach
for social science studies, more focus should be placed on citation weighting for each
knowledge flow. For citation weight measurement, the similarity between the citing and
cited patent can be one possible way. In general, patent citations, patent texts (usually in the
abstract section), and patent classifications have been widely used for a patent similarity
measurement in technical fields. However, patent citation information cannot be used for
patent citation weighting, and patent texts of social science fields, including AIS, usually
consists of general systematic expressions and do not clearly include keywords which can
clearly distinguish technical or functional differences. Therefore, the patent classification-
based approach seems to be the proper way for citation weighting in social science fields.
In addition, the backward-forward searching algorithm for tracing/finding potential main
paths can be improved for application in social science fields. Compared to technical fields,
social science-related patents have more knowledge flows, but a shorter range of forward
citations, and this can create relatively high KP values, but they can be similar values from
the layer perspective. However, this can cause multiple selections in the backward-forward
searching process and the generated main path network can be more complex. To solve this
potential problem, further research should focus on the prevention of the multi-selection
issue, and the consideration of both time and layers for rearranging knowledge networks
can be one possible strategy.

In the future, not only AIS, but also in many social science fields, a phenomenon of
convergence of various new technologies will occur. Therefore, methodological diversity
will be further deepened in social science research, and cross-disciplinary research will
increase. As more and more social science research focuses on science, many social science
researchers will have to make efforts to go beyond the limits of the existing traditional
social science research methodologies.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of patents on knowledge persistence-based main paths for accounting information systems.

Label Patent
Number

Application
Year KP GKP LKP Layer Title

20 US3294960A 1964 12.8099 0.077085 0.13766 1 Electronic tax calculation circuit for use in business accounting system

27 US3610902A 1968 142.9563 0.86026 1 2 Electronic statistical calculator and display system

40 US4264808A 1978 82.5719 0.49689 0.88737 1 Method and apparatus for electronic image processing of documents for
accounting purposes

43 US4222109A 1978 31.4522 0.18927 0.338 1 Electronic checkbook

55 US4569029A 1982 74.4135 0.44779 0.52053 2 Check calculator

58 US4597045A 1983 23.7614 0.14299 0.14299 3 Tabulated data calculating apparatus

66 US4642767A 1984 166.1778 1 1 3 Bookkeeping and accounting system

72 US4737911A 1985 68.6846 0.41332 0.41332 3 Process for electronically maintaining financial records, especially for checkbook
balancing and rectification

78 US4796181A 1986 93.0526 0.55996 1 1 Billing system for computer software

91 US4852000A 1987 92.4311 0.55622 0.93822 4 Method for expense report storage and calculation

92 US4843548A 1987 73.373 0.44153 0.74477 4 System for integrating related numerical functions

94 US4890228A 1988 39.3462 0.23677 0.42284 1 Electronic income tax refund early payment system

105 US5117356A 1989 127.2898 0.76599 1 5 Automated ledger account maintenance system

106 US5138549A 1989 92.1597 0.55458 0.64467 2 Automated tax deposit processing system

118 US5093787A 1990 98.5177 0.59284 1 4 Electronic checkbook with automatic reconciliation

131 US5193055A 1991 50.8724 0.30613 0.30613 3 Accounting system

164 US5285384A 1993 84.217 0.50679 1 6 Payroll trust check system

187 US5644724A 1994 55.2345 0.33238 0.33238 3 Point-of-sale tax collection system and method of using same

204 US5696906A 1995 34.8854 0.20993 0.3749 1 Telecommunication user account management system and method

252 US5774872A 1996 87.9298 0.52913 0.52913 3 Automated taxable transaction reporting/collection system

257 US5875433A 1996 48.9613 0.29463 0.49698 4 Point-of-sale tax reporting and automatic collection system with tax register

279 US5982891A 1997 35.294 0.21239 0.24689 2 Systems and methods for secure transaction management and electronic rights
protection

284 US6128603A 1997 54.6946 0.32913 0.32913 3 Consumer-based system and method for managing and paying electronic billing
statements

288 US5884284A 1997 56.3917 0.33935 0.39447 2 Telecommunication user account management system and method

290 US6029144A 1997 71.8521 0.43238 0.56448 5 Compliance-to-policy detection method and system

293 US6058375A 1997 51.9911 0.31286 0.61735 6 Accounting processor and method for automated management control system

359 US5875435A 1998 94.9595 0.57143 0.74601 5 Automated accounting system

360 US6202052B1 1998 60.6034 0.36469 0.61515 4 Fully-automated system for tax reporting, payment, and refund

389 US6016479A 1998 103.0336 0.62002 1 7 Computer-based system, computer program product, and method for
recovering tax revenue

445 US6446048B1 1999 24.1816 0.14552 0.18997 5 Web-based entry of financial transaction information and subsequent download
of such information

476 US6347304B1 1999 84.9073 0.51094 1 8 Computer-based system, computer program product, and method for
recovering tax revenue

546 US7234103B1 2000 46.4556 0.27955 1 9 Network-based tax framework database

688 US7120597B1 2001 18.0833 0.10882 0.21298 8 Computerized accounting systems and methods

903 US7188083B2 2002 9.4002 0.056567 0.20235 9 System for and method of rapid collection of income taxes

932 US7069240B2 2003 25.9759 0.15631 0.30844 6 System and method for capture, storage, and processing of receipts and related
data

984 US7599865B2 2003 6.5 0.039115 0.13992 9 Budgetary ledger

1021 US7454371B2 2003 8.6203 0.051874 0.83422 10 System and method for managing login resources for the submission and
performance of engagements
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Table A1. Cont.

Label Patent
Number

Application
Year KP GKP LKP Layer Title

1143 US7610227B2 2004 9.6379 0.057998 0.9327 10 System and method for creating cross-reference links, tables, and lead sheets for
tax return documents

1251 US7716094B1 2005 9.3378 0.056192 0.90366 10 Estimated tax reminder and payment facilitation service

1253 US7739160B1 2005 10.3333 0.062182 1 10 Dynamic, rule-based, tax-decision system

1432 US7930226B1 2006 14.3059 0.086088 1 11 User-driven document-based data collection

1657 US8315900B2 2007 2 0.012035 0.1398 11 Architectural design for self-service procurement application software

1854 US8019687B2 2008 36.5333 0.21984 0.21984 3 Distributed digital rights management node module and methods for use
therewith

1878 US8635127B1 2008 13.8631 0.083424 0.96905 11 System and method for identifying tax documents to customize preparation of a
tax return

2462 US8055559B2 2009 1 0.0060177 0.096774 10 Multi-company business accounting system and method for same including
account receivable

2586 US8204805B2 2010 38.041 0.22892 1 12 Instant tax return preparation

2938 US8924469B2 2011 0 0 0 5 Enterprise access control and accounting allocation for access networks

3177 US8516552B2 2012 5.6667 0.0341 0.057519 4 Verifiable service policy implementation for intermediate networking devices

3279 US8631102B2 2012 0 0 0 5 Automated device provisioning and activation

3451 US9351193B2 2013 0 0 0 5 Intermediate networking devices

3457 US9858559B2 2013 0 0 0 5 Network service plan design

3656 US9760953B1 2014 35.3333 0.21262 1 13
Computer implemented methods systems and articles of manufacture for

identifying tax return preparation application questions based on semantic
dependency

3658 US9922376B1 2014 9.6349 0.05798 0.80504 14 Systems and methods for determining impact chains from a tax calculation
graph of a tax preparation system

3659 US9916628B1 2014 10.6349 0.063997 0.88859 14 Interview question modification during preparation of electronic tax return

3698 US10235721B1 2014 3.3333 0.020059 0.57971 15 System and method for automated data gathering for tax preparation

3719 US8886162B2 2014 0 0 0 5 Restricting end-user device communications over a wireless access network
associated with a cost

3735 US10387969B1 2014 1 0.0060177 1 16 Computer-implemented methods systems and articles of manufacture for
suggestion-based interview engine for tax return preparation application

3865 US9990678B1 2015 11.9682 0.072021 1 14 Systems methods and articles of manufacture for assessing trustworthiness of
electronic tax return data

3875 US10176534B1 2015 5.75 0.034601 1 15 Method and system for providing an analytics model architecture to reduce
abandonment of tax return preparation sessions by potential customers

3880 US10165447B2 2015 0 0 0 5 Network service plan design

3956 US10628894B1 2015 1 0.0060177 1 16 Method and system for providing personalized responses to questions received
from a user of an electronic tax return preparation system

3992 US9922328B2 2015 0 0 0 12 Acceleration of system documentation conformance to differentiated regulations
of multiple countries

4003 US10028144B2 2015 0 0 0 5 Security techniques for device-assisted services

4021 US10204380B1 2015 0 0 0 12 Categorically inductive taxonomy system, program product, and method

4035 US10325276B2 2015 0 0 0 11 Financial reporting system integrating market segment attributes and
accounting data

4063 US10664925B2 2015 0 0 0 17 Systems, methods, and articles for determining tax recommendations

4155 US10621677B2 2016 0.5 0.0030088 0.5 16
Method and system for applying dynamic and adaptive testing techniques to a

software system to improve selection of predictive models for personalizing
user experiences in the software system

4169 US10373064B2 2016 0.5 0.0030088 0.5 16

Method and system for adjusting analytics model characteristics to reduce
uncertainty in determining users’ preferences for user experience options, to

support providing personalized user experiences to users with a software
system

4326 US10937109B1 2016 0 0 0 17 Method and technique to calculate and provide confidence score for predicted
tax due/refund

4339 US11069001B1 2016 0 0 0 17 Method and system for providing personalized user experiences in compliance
with service provider business rules

4538 US10453151B2 2018 2 0.012035 0.19355 10 Receipts scanner and financial organizer

4549 US10664294B2 2018 1 0.0060177 1 16 Matching adopting users and contributing users for decentralized software
localization
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Table A1. Cont.

Label Patent
Number

Application
Year KP GKP LKP Layer Title

4601 US10694385B2 2018 0 0 0 5 Security techniques for device assisted services

4650 US10869199B2 2018 0 0 0 5 Network service plan design

4755 US10909361B2 2019 0 0 0 11 Receipt processing apparatus, program, and report production method

4775 US11004158B2 2019 0 0 0 11 Receipts scanner and financial organizer

4803 US10991045B2 2020 0 0 0 17 Blockchain-based settlement method, apparatus, and electronic device
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